
Elevator (1100,1800,2000E) lift 
assembly instructions
Thank you for purchasing an Elevator lift from nhproequip.com,please 
follow these instructions before putting your lift into service.

1. Cut metal banding and remove screws that secure the lift to the pallet, 
the table is now ready to be removed from the pallet.

2. Attach air fitting(only on 1100,1800 models) to the open hole on the up 
pedal and add some air tool oil for lubrication, now an air hose can be 
attached to move the lift up and down.

3. If you purchased a wheel and dolly kit they will need to be assembled 
onto the lift frame.Start by attaching the L bracket to the frame.Once the 
bracket is assembled you can attach the caster as shown in the 
pictures.Make sure the spacer is between the caster and the frame of 
the lift on the main bolt used to attach the caster.The dolly is to be 
attached to the lift frame when moving.
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4.If you purchased a wheel chock, remove it from it’s box and look for the 
mounting rails that will allow you to attach it to the center table.

5.Mount the rails as shown, this will allow you to keep it on the table for 
motorcycles or loosen the bolts to remove it from the center table if not 
being used.Make sure to place the pins in the desired spot to fit your wheel 
accordingly and if you have a narrow tire the wedge can be installed to help 
secure the tire.



6.The side extensions can be mounted by inserting the square tube 
channel into the center table.

If you wish to make the sides connect there is a bolt hole and hardware to 
connect the front extension to the rear extension.(optional)

7.You are now ready to hang the ramps and begin using the lift.

8. If you purchased the Elevator 2000E please read the following:

                      

 Elevator 2000E Lift Table Power Cord instructions

With the supplied plug, please follow the steps below to wire your plug.
1. Yellow wire goes to the green screw
2. Blue wire goes to gold screw
3. Brown wire goes to silver screw


